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Campbell BIOLOGY is the best-selling introductory biology resource in North America. Unparalleled in accuracy, depth of explanation, and art program, the Canadian edition maintains the integrity of the original textbook while integrating material relevant to studying the discipline in this country. Weaving examples of flora, fauna, and species found in Canada alongside global examples, integrating biological issues and data, and showcasing research conducted in Canada makes learning more meaningful.

Available Instructor Resources
- Case Studies
- TestGen and Test Item File
- Lecture PowerPoints
- Clicker Questions
- Image Libraries
- MasteringBiology
- LearningCatalysts

Available Student Resources
- Study on the Go
- A Short Guide to Writing About Biology, Seventh Edition
- Practicing Biology: A Student Workbook, Fourth Edition
- Into the Jungle: Great Adventures in the Search for Evolution
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#### Unit 3: Genetics
12. Meiosis and Sexual Life Cycles
13. Mendel and the Gene Idea
14. The Chromosomal Basis of Inheritance
15. The Molecular Basis of Inheritance
16. From Gene to Protein
17. Regulation of Gene Expression
18. Viruses
19. DNA Tools and Biotechnology
20. Genomes and Their Evolution

#### Unit 4: Mechanisms of Evolution
21. Descent with Modification: A Darwinian View of Life
22. The Evolution of Populations
23. The Origin of Species
24. The History of Life on Earth

#### Unit 5: The Evolutionary History of Biological Diversity
25. Phylogeny and the Tree of Life
26. Bacteria and Archaea
27. Protists
28. Plant Diversity I: How Plants Colonized Land
29. Plant Diversity II: The Evolution of Seed Plants
30. Fungi
31. An Overview of Animal Diversity
32. An Introduction to Invertebrates
33. The Origin and Evolution of Vertebrates

#### Unit 6: Plant Form and Function
34. Plant Structure, Growth, and Development
35. Resource Acquisition and Transport in Vascular Plants
36. Soil and Plant Nutrition
37. Angiosperm Reproduction and Biotechnology
38. Plant Responses to Internal and External Signals

#### Unit 7: Animal Form and Function
39. Basic Principles of Animal Form and Function
40. Animal Nutrition
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42. The Immune System
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#### Unit 8: Ecology
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52. Community Ecology
53. Ecosystems and Restoration Ecology
54. Conservation Biology
Features

- **Key Concepts**: A manageable framework of 3 to 6 Key Concepts organize each chapter.
- **Numbered Concept Heads** keep students focused on main ideas and make it easy for professors to select and assign sections.
- **Concept Check Questions** at the end of each section provide opportunities for self-assessment.
- **Evolution: The Canadian Edition** emphasizes the core theme of evolution throughout. An Evolution Section in every chapter explicitly focuses on the evolutionary aspects of chapter material. Evolutionary mechanisms are covered in-depth in Unit 4. Evolutionary Framework and the diversity of life is explored in Unit 5.
- **Make Connections: The Canadian Edition** helps students make connections across biology topics. Make Connections Figures pull together content from different chapters and provide a visual representation of “big picture” relationships. Make Connections Questions ask students to relate the content of a chapter to what they learned earlier in the course.
- **Art**: Carefully crafted figures help all learners understand complex structures and processes.
- **Multipart figures** highlight hierarchy of information.
- **Exploring figures** help students access information efficiently by integrating text and visuals.
- **Online Tutorial, Homework, and Assessment System**: Designed to emulate the office-hour experience, MasteringBiology® helps students master concepts quickly through self-paced tutorials that feature immediate correct and wrong-answer feedback.
- **Assessment: Campbell Biology and MasteringBiology** work together to help students succeed.
- **Reading Quizzes** motivate students to read the text prior to lecture.
- **End-of-Chapter Text Questions** are assignable in MasteringBiology.
- **Tutorials and Activities** reinforce learning before and after lecture.
- **Interactive Lecture Opportunities: Learning Catalytics** allows students to use their smartphones, tablets, or computers to respond to questions in class.
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